Therapy

There’s a comforting power in the presence of a
pet that sometimes fades into the background of
our lives, which really cannot be overstated.
I was reminded of this as I interviewed Debbie Kohlbrenner, a clinical therapist in the Atlanta area,
and listened to stories about her
work incorporating therapy animals
into her practice. Debbie and her
animal partner, an English buttercream retriever named Wallace,
are examples of how this bond can
be a source not only of comfort,
but also of therapeutic
good for those in pain.
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dds are, if you are reading
this magazine you already
have some idea of how valuable the bond between people
and our animal companions,
especially our canine friends,
can be. Basically everybody
who’s owned a dog can probably tell you about a time when
their life was gloomy and
their animal companion knew
just from the way they acted.
Maybe it was confused, maybe
it tried to lick their face, or
maybe it just rested its head in
their lap - it knew something
was up.
If you’ve ever experienced this, you’re not imagining things. “Dogs know when
something is wrong with you”
Debbie explains. “The science
backs it up.” Researchers at
Goldsmith’s College in London found that dogs not only
feel empathy for the distress of
their owners, they are actively
distressed by their owners’
unhappiness. Dogs often tend
to actively try to assist and
comfort their companions
when they are distressed. In
some studies, dogs would
ignore their own comfort to
try to aid their owners.
Perhaps unsurprisingly
for people who have experienced it, this interaction
also helps people who are
in distress. Beyond just the
value of a loving presence in a
trying moment, being around
an animal while you are sad
can actively change your brain
chemistry. A study in the journal Hormones and Behavior
charts how interaction with
friendly dogs can increase a
person’s oxytocin, the brain
chemical associated with
comfort, trust and relaxation.
This is important because the
core of the client-therapist
relationship is one of implicit
trust, and that isn’t something
that can flourish overnight,
especially for people who have
been hurt in the past. The
value of a trustworthy therapeutic assistant that can even
biologically prompt a person
to be more open and relaxed
cannot be overstated.

